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SUMMARY
The objective of this dissertation is to design and analyze data fusion schemes for
energy efficient reading of correlated wireless sensors using cooperative communica-
tions. A spatially correlated sensor network is read by a collector or fusion center
using the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF) scheme, where a large number of
sensors simultaneously transmit to the fusion center in response to a beacon trans-
mission by the fusion center. The sensors use the sensed data to modulate their
transmit waveforms onto a set of orthogonal diversity channels. Data fusion is done
automatically in the physical layer, since the sensor signals are superimposed in the
received signal at the fusion center. The SCSF scheme eliminates the overhead from
data sharing between sensors and medium access control (MAC) signaling.
In this research, the SCSF scheme is considered for parameter estimation and
binary integration problems. In the parameter estimation case, an analog field pa-
rameter is estimated over a field at the fusion center. The inverse normalized mean
squared error (INMSE) of the estimator is analyzed for the estimated parameter. The
key contribution of the research is the design of SCSF scheme considering INMSE. The
main contributions of the research for the parameter estimation case are the formula-
tion of an approximation for theoretical estimation performance, scheme simulation
for various scenarios, formulation of system parameter bounds for best estimation
performance and investigation of the system energy use. In the binary integration
case, binary sensor decisions are transmitted and integrated at the fusion center. The
key contribution of the research for the binary integration case is the exact analysis
of detection performance for different communication channels under various sensor





Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are networks of energy-limited sensors that measure
physical phenomena and relay data to an information sink [19, 25]. In this disser-
tation, the reading of correlated sensors is considered; for example, generation of a
temperature contour map of a field as a function of location from wireless tempera-
ture sensors, or detection of an event from individual sensor decisions. The proposed
research is to use cooperative communications, specifically semi-cooperative spectrum
fusion, to read the correlated sensors. In cooperative communications, a group of sen-
sors simultaneously transmit their signals utilizing a group of diversity channels. The
goal of this research is to exploit the inherent correlation of the transmitted data by
using cooperative communications. There are a large number of applications where
the sensed data are correlated.
1.1 Motivation
A common event detection problem is the detection of a moving vehicle in an envi-
ronment monitored by wireless sensors [32]. Consider the bridge pictured in Figure
1, where a truck is moving in an environment that is monitored by wireless sensors
deployed on the bridge. In this case, the sensors make their individual decisions on
the existence of the truck and transmit their decisions to the base station receiver
(marked as (a) in Figure 1). Since the sensor decisions concern a common event, this
is a case of correlated data.
Alternatively, wireless sensors can also be used to monitor the structural health
of a bridge [35]. In this case, wireless sensors sense vibrations along with other
phenomena that are correlated in space and time. After some local processing, this
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Figure 1: Wireless sensor network deployed over a bridge with base station or
collector (a), individual wireless sensors (b) and a moving truck (c) shown.
data is communicated to a base station located nearby. Applications like structural
health monitoring require lifetimes of years on low power modes, and cooperative
schemes can aid in accomplishing such a long lifetime by exploiting the inherent
correlation in the data. It’s critical that the sensors have a common clock for accurate
vibration analysis, since methods like modal analysis deteriorate in performance with
less accurate time synchronization [30]. Time synchronization is another example for
communication that involves correlated data, because the multiple sensors are trying
to synchronize to a common clock making the transmissions correlated.
Cooperative communications can be employed for solving the problem of time
synchronization in wireless sensors networks. The Cooperative Analog-and-Digital
(CANDI) protocol uses the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF) proposed in
this research to exploit the correlation in the transmitted data to achieve network-
wide time synchronization in a fast manner [63]. Experimental results along with
simulations show the advantage of using cooperative communications for the time
synchronization problem [63].
Another interesting application with correlated data is the fire detection problem.
In fire detection, a group of wireless sensors monitor various parameters from an
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area, typically a forest, to detect fire [27, 24]. The sensors can be equipped with
infrared detectors in tandem with other gages to be able to detect a forest fire. If the
sensors coverage areas overlap, correlated data is generated. For example, a cluster of
sensors can have a specific area under observation, and individually make independent
decisions on the existence of fire. This event can be modeled as generating correlated
binary data.
Lastly, correlated data are also prevalent in health-care monitoring [17]. In health-
care monitoring, sensors are used to track a variety of phenomena concerning patients.
Wireless sensors placed in a home can be used to track accurate location of the person
[59, 29, 56], where decisions from the various sensors would be correlated. Wearable
sensors are used to track vital signs such as blood glucose level, blood pressure, pulse
rate, electrocardiograph patterns, respiration rate and other such data [57]. Some
of these vital signs will involve correlated data. With the miniaturization of the
wireless sensors, they can also be implanted for gathering of biomedical data [46].
These implanted sensors will likely be involved in either passive communications [46],
energy-harvesting [54], or ultra low-energy communications. Cooperative communi-
cations can benefit the system performance by allowing multiple sensors to exploit
the correlated data.
1.2 Semi-Cooperative Spectrum Fusion
The objective of this dissertation is to design energy efficient cooperative communi-
cation schemes for a fusion center or collector reading a cluster of spatially correlated
wireless sensors. The key contribution of the research is the semi-cooperative spec-
trum fusion (SCSF) scheme, which accomplishes data fusion in physical layer and
avoids the use of medium access control (MAC) [3, 4].
In semi-cooperative spectrum fusion, a collector uses a beacon signal to illuminate
a cluster of sensors that are sensing a common parameter or event on the field (shown
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in Figure 2). The cluster of sensors transmit their sensed information simultaneously
in response to the beacon, and the collector receives a superimposition of the sensor
transmissions. In an estimation application, the collector estimates the value of the
parameter from the received signal. In a decision application, the collector uses the
received signal to make a decision about the event on the field.
Figure 2: Semi-cooperative spectrum fusion with the beacon (left) and data response
(right) phases. The sensors (shown as dots) are communicating with the collector.
In this dissertation, SCSF is designed and analyzed for parameter estimation and
binary integration cases. In the parameter estimation case, a single parameter is
estimated over a field with the goal of optimal inverse normalized mean squared error
(INMSE) performance. In the binary integration case, binary sensor decisions are
combined with the goal of optimal detection and false alarm performance. In both
cases, the main contributions of this research are the theoretical analysis of the system
performance in line-of-sight and fading channels in addition to the simulation of the
system performance. The analysis and simulations present the performance in terms
of important system parameters.
4
1.3 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation will present the background of the problem along with the analysis
and simulation of the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion scheme. In Chapter 2, the
background for data fusion and binary integration problems is presented, and the
state of the art in cooperative communications and parameter estimation of harmonic
processes is discussed. Chapter 2 is followed by the study of the proposed research.
The parameter estimation problem is considered in Chapter 3 with a theoretical
analysis of the SCSF scheme for estimating a correlated field parameter along with
simulation of the system in line-of-sight and flat fading channels. The analysis for
energy expenditure is presented in Chapter 4 comparing semi-cooperative spectrum
fusion with a MAC-aided protocol for the reading of a field parameter. In Chapter 5,
SCSF is introduced for the binary integration problem with the theoretical analysis
of the scheme for line-of-sight and flat fading channels. The contributions of this
research is summarized in Chapter 6. Lastly, in Chapter 7, suggested extensions of
this research are proposed.
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CHAPTER II
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
In this chapter, a review of the state of art in data fusion, cooperative communica-
tions, and binary integration is presented in Section 2.1, Section 2.2, and Section 2.3
respectively. In addition, parameter estimation of harmonic processes is discussed in
Section 2.4.
2.1 Data Fusion in Wireless Sensor Networks
When sensed information is correlated, energy can be saved using in-network data
fusion after successful sensor-to-sensor communications [61, 34]. The data fusion is
accomplished by applying an application-dependent data fusion algorithm to combine
data from multiple sensors either at a cluster head sensor [61] or along the data relay
path by successive processing at each relay sensor [34] as shown in Figure 3. In [61],
the sensors randomly decide to be a cluster head and announce their id to the other
sensors. During data collection, the cluster head sensors carry out data fusion after
receiving all the data from the sensors in their cluster. Both of these schemes require
the use of medium access control (MAC) for coordinating successful sensor-to-sensor
communication.
Medium access control is also necessary for forming the sensor-clusters that are
necessary for cluster-based data fusion [42]. MAC signaling causes overhead that
consumes considerable energy [36]. In some environments, such as underground or on
the ocean surface, sensors are not able to easily communicate with each other, making
exchange of MAC and data communication signals between sensors impractical inside
the network. A cooperative scheme can possibly avoid using MAC, be more energy
efficient and have less delay as there is no contention for the channel. Semi-cooperative
6
Figure 3: The flow of data in LEACH and PEGASIS data fusion protocols with the
sensors shown as dots.
spectrum fusion scheme proposed in this research avoids using MAC by accomplishing
data fusion in the physical layer.
2.2 Cooperative Communications in Wireless Sensors Net-
works
Cooperative communication is the use of a group of transmitters to transmit the same
or correlated messages to a common receiver. A novel cooperative communication
scheme in wireless sensor networks is the Opportunistic Large Array (OLA) [52].
The function of an OLA is to simply relay a digitally modulated signal in a wireless
sensor network. A leader wireless sensor recruits other wireless sensors to transmit a
common message. In other words, all the wireless sensors transmit the same message
to achieve an energy efficient transmission. On the other hand, in this dissertation,
the sensors using the SCSF scheme do not transmit exact same message; instead, they
transmit messages that depend on sensed correlated data, which is not guaranteed to
be same.
[60] and [7] consider using beacon signals from a fusion center or collector in order
to initiate transmissions from wireless sensors. The reading of the wireless sensors is
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accomplished by retrieving information in the modulated responses from the sensors.
In [60], wireless sensors amplitude modulate their signals using their measured data.
Data fusion takes place at the collector during the estimation phase, but medium
access control (MAC) signals are required to separate sensor transmissions. [60] also
considers sensor transmissions in a shared channel. In these shared channels, other
control signals are required to establish phase synchronization between the sensors.
Phase synchronization errors are also considered, and [60] indicates that the errors
cause estimation performance deterioration. SCSF scheme proposed in this research
uses multiple diversity channels to overcome the lack of phase synchronization. A key
contribution of this research is the theoretical analysis of the estimation and detection
performance under the assumption of uncorrected phase error.
In [7], sensors collectively respond to a beacon signal from an airborne collector
using a shared channel. [7] presents the ML estimate of the bearing and range of the
individual sensors when only one sensor is illuminated by the beacon signal. The sen-
sors transmit their amplified observations and the collector receives the superimposed
signal. When multiple sensors are illuminated, the estimated received waveform from
each detected sensor are subtracted successively. Data fusion is carried out using
amplitude modulation. For acceptable performance, the wireless sensors are assumed
to know the channel state information and to be well-synchronized in time and fre-
quency. The sensors are also assumed to use the optimal combining coefficients so
that the signal received at the collector is the optimal unbiased estimator [7]. Errors
in phase syncronization cause significant loss in estimation performance.
In [41], a discrete set of orthogonal waveforms are used to represent a discrete set of
observations. The direct mapping of observations to orthogonal waveforms means that
multiple sensors might transmit the same waveform if they have the same observation.
Asymptotic case analysis, which looks at the case where the number of sensors grows
to infinity, shows that this approach is optimal when the waveforms arrive coherently
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with the same phase offset at the receiver, i.e., these waveforms are beam-formed to
arrive constructively at the receiver [41]. When such phase synchronization is lacking,
the performance is non-optimal, because the waveforms self-fade and have zero mean
channel gain. [41] proposes solving this problem by using channel state information to
establish perfect phase synchronization. In this dissertation, a combinatorial channel
selection model is used to analyze theoretical performance without the need to use
asymptotic assumptions. In other words, another key contribution of this research
is to provide theoretical performance results for low number of sensors, which is not
always a case for the asymptotic models.
In many practical applications, collecting channel state information is too costly,
because it requires time and energy. [41] shows that cooperative schemes in zero mean
channel gain situations have worse error performance when compared to perfectly syn-
chronized channels. [62] uses performance simulations under phase error conditions
and shows that the error performance deteriorates when phase error increases.
In [51], cooperative transmission of data is considered using waveforms that are
the log-likelihood functions of the sensor observations. An expanding bandwidth is
available for the transmissions. The bandwidth use grows at best in direct proportion
to N0.5 where N is the number of sensors and at worst with a rate in proportion to N .
Complete phase synchronization and no fading are assumed to be able to accomplish
the detection of the signal.
In other works, cooperative communication in shared multi-access channels are
considered with an asymptotic analysis on distortion (error performance) bounds
under resource limitations [23, 22]. The analysis indicates that using a shared multi-
access channel and uncoded transmissions, i.e., sensors directly transmitting obser-
vation values, is optimal based on the assumption that phase synchronization has
already been established. In this dissertation, the theoretical analysis provides per-
formance results without the assumption of phase synchronization.
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A practical example of the use of cooperative communications is the Glossy scheme
[20], where constructive interference is utilized to flood a wireless sensor network. In
the Glossy scheme, the same packet is simultaneously transmitted by multiple sensors
using IEEE 802.15.4 symbols resulting in packet collusions, which are described as
constructive interference since the receiver can still capture the packet under spe-
cific conditions. Glossy enables the rapid flooding of a network. While the channel
state information is not considered; since the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and radios are
used, the training symbols transmitted are implicitly used for gathering channel state
information.
2.3 Binary Integration in Sensor Networks
Binary Integration is the problem of a collector or a base station making a binary
detection decision using individual binary decisions from a cluster of sensors. The
conventional binary integration strategy is to communicate all sensor decisions to the
collector, which indicates a detection if M out of N sensors have detected the event
[50]. Variations of this strategy have been studied under distributed detection scenar-
ios [26, 49] but no channel-based solutions have been suggested. [26, 49] consider the
detection thresholds at local sensors, and also the global thresholds at the collector
integrating the individual decisions. [26, 49] propose the optimal way of getting local
thresholds for each sensor’s local event detection and the global threshold used at the
fusion center. In this dissertation, the effects of the communication channel is con-
sidered for the binary integration problem. A key contribution of this research is the
theoretical analysis of the detection performance for different signal-to-noise ratios
and number of available diversity channels along with various channel scenarios such
as line-of-sight and fading channels.
A novel approach that also utilizes the individual sensor thresholds is the use of
ranking order from individual sensor detection confidence values [12]. In this way, only
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a subset of the sensors transmit their decisions, in accordance with their confidence in
their decision creating time and energy efficiencies. A similar approach is to narrow
down the transmission to only a single sensor, where only the most confident sensor
transmits its decisions achieving even further efficiencies [44]. By lowering the number
of transmissions, energy savings can be achieved.
The communication channel presents an important limiting factor in wireless sen-
sor networks, which are often deployed to monitor or detect events in outdoor environ-
ments [55, 31]. In such applications, the sensors may be spread over an approximately
two-dimensional plane, and the data collector can possibly be situated on an airborne
platform on a manned or unmanned aerial vehicle. In relatively dense sensor deploy-
ments, a cluster of sensors may detect the same events. This dissertation analyzes the
use of a cooperative communication scheme for binary integration of sensor decisions,
in which the sensors simultaneously transmit their decisions to the single collector
achieving binary integration in the physical layer.
[28] considers the detection of a random Gaussian signal embedded in additive
Gaussian noise. Under communication constraints, each node amplifies and forwards
sensor readings to the fusion center. The transmission channels can be orthogonal,
equi-correlated, or random. [28] shows that detection performance is worse for non-
orthogonal waveforms when compared to the orthogonal case. [33] considers a sensor
network in which sensors are placed equi-spaced along a straight line, and the addi-
tive Gaussian noise in sensed measurements are correlated such that their covariance
matrix has a regular pattern. Under perfect or near-perfect synchronization where
path loss is also perfectly compensated for, the authors look at a shared channel that
is used simultaneously by all sensors and compare it to parallel distinct channels that
are allocated to individual sensors. The shared channel results in a smaller detection
error than parallel distinct channels under power constraints.
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2.4 Parameter Estimation of Harmonic Processes
In shared channels, the collectors receive a harmonic signal that contain signals from
multiple transmitters. The estimation of sinusoid frequencies contained in a har-
monic signal is similar to frequency synchronization in digital communications where
maximum likelihood (ML) solutions make use of either data symbols or data symbol
independence assumptions [40], which are not possible for analog data of frequency
modulation when it lacks feedback. More general ML solutions and the Cramer-Rao
bound (CRB) for estimating the individual sensor frequencies are tractable only in
models with deterministic phase, amplitude and frequency [47]. In addition, these ML
solutions require processing-intensive optimization search algorithms; therefore, for
large time windows, [47] introduces the approximate ML solution, which is picking the
largest frequency spectrum peak. Another frequency estimation algorithm developed
with the assumption of a sinusoidal signal that has deterministic phase, amplitude
and frequency, is the Multiple Signal Classification Algorithm (MUSIC) [15]. Fre-
quency estimation of a complex exponential under multiplicative and additive noise,
which are both real Gaussian processes, is covered in [65]. The proposed solution is
the cyclic estimator which is shown to be the nonlinear least squares estimator and
is equivalent to peak-picking in the frequency domain [65].
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CHAPTER III
PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN CORRELATED
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
In this chapter, the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF) scheme is proposed for
reading values of a parameter over a spatially-correlated field contour. SCSF is a
scheme that doesn’t require the use of medium access control. In this estimation
problem, a group of wireless sensors measure this field parameter at various locations
to transmit their data to an airborne collector acting as a base station.
In Section 3.1, the SCSF scheme and network setup are described. Next, the signal
model for the received signal at the collector is presented in Section 3.2. In Section
3.3, the conditional power spectral density of the received signal is analyzed. The
estimation process is outlined in Section 3.4 in addition to theoretical performance
analysis of the estimators. Bounds on modulation index are presented in Section 3.5.
Lastly, the performance results are presented in Section 3.6, and a summary included
in Section 3.7.
3.1 Introduction
In semi-cooperative spectrum fusion, the sensors simultaneously transmit their mea-
sured parameters to an airborne collector or reader when triggered by a beacon signal
from the collector. The collector uses a directive antenna for transmitting the beacon
signal so that only a cluster of nodes is illuminated at any one time. Each sensor in
the illuminated cluster synchronizes to the beacon signal and immediately responds
by transmitting a simple sinusoidal waveform which is frequency modulated (i.e.,
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frequency shifted) by the sensor’s reading. The airborne collector receives a super-
position of these waveforms, which resembles a Doppler spectrum [50]. The collector
estimates the value of the parameter in the beam center from the measured spectrum.
SCSF was first introduced in [3] for the field parameter estimation problem with
error performance simulations in a line-of-sight channel. Theoretical analysis of SCSF
was introduced in [4], where the theoretical error performance was expressed in terms
of critical system variables. In addition, results from Monte Carlo simulations for a
line-of-sight channel were shown to be in close agreement with the theoretical results.
The network setup for SCSF can be seen in Figure 4, where the airborne collector,
the ground sensors and the beam footprint of the collector beacon are shown. The
aircraft is assumed to be flying parallel to the ground with speed v. The beam is
assumed to be pointing directly below the aircraft. The footprint is defined by the
null-to-null beam-width of the collector antenna.
Figure 4: Sensor network setup with airborne collector flying over a field of sensors.
The beam footprint is overlaid on the sensors, which are represented by small dots.
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3.2 Signal Model
The sensors measure the scalar-valued field function s(x, y) where (x, y) are the coor-
dinates of a location in the field. Let sn = s(xn, yn) be the field value at the location
of the nth sensor; then the RF frequency f ′n received from sensor n can be simply
formulated as
f ′n = fc + fn + 2fd (1)
where fc is the carrier frequency of the transmitted beacon, fd is the one-way (i.e. air-
to-ground or vice versa) Doppler frequency and fn depends on the sensed information
sn according to
fn = hsn + fo (2)
with modulation index h and offset frequency fo.
The sensed information, sn, is a sample from a Gaussian distributed random field.
More specifically, the sensor measurement vector s = [s1, s2, .., sn] contains jointly
Gaussian random variables with joint distribution N(0, C). The covariance matrix C









which depends on the distance di,j between two sensors i and j and the correlation
radius rcorr. The correlation radius is a parameter that represents the amount of
spatial correlation in the field. Fields with higher values of rcorr have more correlation
for a given distance.
An example of a deterministic field contour map is shown in Figure 5, where
the z-coordinate depicts the value of the sensed parameter, whereas the x and y-
coordinates refer to the field location. An airborne collector can read such a contour
map by repeatedly illuminating a group of wireless sensors using SCSF. In SCSF, the
illuminated wireless sensors respond simultaneously to such a beacon signal.
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Figure 5: A deterministic field contour map showing a spatial correlation example
over a 2-dimensional field (x and y-coordinates) with z-coordinate indicating the
sensed value at the location.
The task of the collector, which is at an altitude of zc as shown in Figure 6, is to
estimate the field function sc = s(xc, yc) directly below the collector (at (xc, yc)) using
the single reception channel output, which is the superimposition of the transmissions
from multiple sensors that fall in the beam footprint.
Different estimation schemes can be employed in the SCSF approach. Two schemes
considered here are the SCSF-Spectrum Mean and SCSF-MUSIC approaches. SCSF-
Spectrum Mean approach estimates the spectrum as a periodogram [15], normalizes
the periodogram area and then finds its mean, as though the normalized periodogram
were a probability density function (PDF). SCSF-MUSIC applies the subspace-based
Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm [15] to the received SCSF signal.
These two SCSF versions are compared to the sample mean of the sensed data, which
could be produced by having cluster heads poll the sensors using a MAC.
As the collector is above a sensor field, the signals go through a line-of-sight
(LOS) wireless channel; therefore, the individual received amplitude from each sensor
follows a simple path loss model. For the altitude of 2km and beamwidth of 2.5o
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Figure 6: Collector-sensor geometry when the collector is at (0, 0, zc) and the sensor
is at (xn, yn, 0). The look down angle φn and side aspect angle θn depend on the
geometry.
(BW ) considered, the maximum variation of the path loss inside a collector footprint
is less than 1%.











where φn is the collector’s look-down angle for this sensor, as shown in Figure 6.
Such highly directional antenna patterns are possible with the use of phased array
antennas and beamformers [15] which have been widely used in aircraft of all sizes
[50]. With the mentioned parameters, the model for the complex envelope g(t) of the
received signal at the collector, normalized by the signal level from the center of the




αnexp(jΦn(t, fn)) + n(t) (5)
with
Φn(t, f) = 2π(4
v
λ
sinφncosθnt+ ft− bn), (6)
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where λ is the wavelength corresponding to the carrier frequency fc, θn is the aspect
angle and bn is a uniformly distributed (between -1 and 1) random normalized phase
for the nth transmitting sensor. The first frequency term in (6) is the Doppler offset
fd. The random phase represents the phase responses of the sensor antennas and
RF front ends, the carrier phase differences caused by the different sensor-reader
distances, and intentional random phase offsets that might be inserted at the sensors.
The receiver thermal noise n(t) is complex additive white gaussian noise (AWGN)
independent from all other parameters. For a single sensor, α, θ and φ all depend on
the random x and y coordinates of the sensors’s location.
3.3 Conditional Power Spectral Density of the Received Sig-
nal
To gain insight into the SCSF approach, it is necessary to consider the conditional
power spectral density (PSD) Sg(ν|sc) of the received signal g(t) given the true value,
sc, of the field parameter in the center of the beam footprint. Assuming αn = 1 for all
n and finite-time window effects, the PSD, conditioned on the value, sc, of the field








ν − fo − 2fd
h
∣∣∣∣sc, φ, θ) dθdφ+No.
(7)
where fs|sc,φ,θ(s|sc, φ, θ) is the conditional Gaussian PDF for the value s of the sensor
field at an elevation φ and angle θ as described in Figure 6. The conditional PDF
has mean sce
−zctan(φ)






.The integral is averaging over
the possible values of φ and θ assuming that the point s is selected at random on a
disc of radius rant. Therefore, θ has a uniform distribution whereas φ is distributed
as fφ(φ) = C tanφ secφ
2 with constant C.
Figure 7 shows conditional PSDs for the case of sc = 3 for high (rcorr = 25rant) and
low (rcorr = rant) correlation of sensed data with and without the Doppler effects. The
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stem shows the frequency corresponding to the true value sc. It is observed that the
effect of Doppler spread on the conditional spectrum is negligible. Since the Doppler
effect is negligible, the Doppler frequency fd term is dropped. If
ν−fo
h
is replaced by s
in (7), then the integrand is the conditional joint PDF, f(s, φ, θ|sc). The result of the
integral is the conditional PDF of s, given sc. The interpretation of this conditional
PDF is that it is the value of the field at some random location within the beamprint,
given that the value in the center of the beamprint is sc.
Figure 7: Conditional PSD with the sc=3 and modulation index of 2,400, rc =
rcorr/rant The blow-up of the peak shows the minor distinction between Doppler or
Doppler-neglected conditional PSDs (fo = 40kHz, zc=2000m, No=0, rant=40m)
The random variable ν is defined as a simple affine function of s, ν = g(s) =
hs+ fo. By substituting the conditional PDF of ν into (7), the conditional PSD can
be simplified to Sg(ν|sc) = Nhfν(ν|sc). If communication channel noise and Doppler
effects are neglected, Sg(ν|sc) can be interpreted as a scaled version of the conditional




The goal of the estimation process is to estimate the field function along the flight
path at regular intervals, as shown in Figure 8. The collector estimates the field value
(shown as squares in Figure 8) at the center of a circular cluster of sensors (shown as
dots in Figure 8) that are illuminated by the beacon signal.
Figure 8: Sensor field including sensors (small dots), beam footprints (circlues) for
the estimation of s2c and s
3
c and parameter field points at footprint centers to be
estimated (squares) along with the indicated flight direction (arrow). (Not to scale)
The spatial sampling rate should be at least at the spatial Nyquist sampling
rate for the field. In this section, the two semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF)
estimators are introduced and compared with the sample mean estimator, which is
typically used by a system with MAC. The MSE is derived for the SCSF-Spectral
Mean estimator and the sample mean estimator, and bounds on modulation index
for good performance are derived for the SCSF-Spectral Mean.





is used to compare the estimation schemes. Normalized MSE has been used as a met-
ric for the estimator performance [15]. When evaluating estimators, it is important
to normalize the MSE, because otherwise there can be no sense of good or bad values.
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For example, an MSE of 1, 000 might represent excellent performance if the range of
possible values is 107. The INMSE can be interpreted as a signal-to-noise ratio for
the field function measurement.
3.4.1 Semi-Cooperative Spectrum Fusion (SCSF) Estimators
In the two SCSF schemes, the measurement vector s is not available. Instead a
superposition of the transmitted waveforms from each sensor is available. To estimate
the field function sc = s(xc, yc) at the point (xc, yc) along the flight path, the collector
records Nwin samples such that the node is directly above point (xc, yc) midway
through the window of Nwin samples. These Nwin samples are from the received
signal that is the superposition of all the sensor signals in response to the beacon
signal. The movement of the collector and beam footprint during the acquisition of
the Nwin samples is neglected in this analysis since it is small in comparison to the
beam footprint radius rant, however, Doppler effects are still included in the simulation
using Equation 6.
The SCSF method estimates sc from the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of
the Nwin samples. Using the k
th DFT frequency νk and k
th DFT value G(k), the













Directly analyzing the above estimator is difficult since G(k) involves a superposi-
tion of sinc functions. Instead, if the Fourier Transform G(ν) is taken over an infinite













where the denominator is the energy of the signal. By assuming negligible finite-time
effects and Doppler effects, and a unit gain antenna pattern (αn = 1), and distinct



































therefore the sample mean estimator is an approximation for the SCSF estimator.
The SCSF-MUSIC algorithm estimates the main frequency in the time-window
using the MUSIC algorithm [50] with the assumption that the window contains one
complex exponential. This estimation is done separately for each window.
3.4.2 Performance of the Sample Mean Estimator (SME)
A MAC-aided network explicitly uses the vector of sensor measurements s for data
fusion to calculate the Sample Mean Estimator directly. The Sample Mean Estimator
is optimal in terms of Mean Squared Error when the covariance matrix C is not
available [15].











































To evaluate the MSE, the correlation model of (3) and intersensor distances dij are
used. Since both the distances and random sensor readings si and sj are identically






















where the first expectation is averaging over the distances between a randomly chosen
pair of sensors and the second expectation averages over the distance from the beam























whereas the expectation in the second term is evaluated through numerical integra-
tion.
3.5 Bounds on Modulation Index in Semi-Cooperative Spec-
trum Fusion
The value of the modulation index has an effect on the performance of the whole
system. The two issues are sampling quantization errors and aliasing errors. A range
of h values can be found such that these errors are small in magnitude.
3.5.1 Lower Bound (hmin)
When the modulation index h is too-low, the implication is that the measured spec-
trum will not be adequately sampled. Since there are a finite number of frequency bins
in the DFT, G(k), there is some quantization noise in frequency points. The mean
squared error that results from this quantization noise of using discrete frequency















in terms of frequency resolution ∆ν, sampling frequency Fs and FFT size Nwin [48].
Assuming that the quantization noise is negligible when it is 1 order of magnitude or








which means that the modulation index h should be set higher than this lower bound.
3.5.2 Upper Bound (hmax)
The upper bound for the modulation index concerns the effects of aliasing on system
performance. Aliasing occurs when sensors transmit at frequencies outside the band
−Fs
2
< ν < Fs
2










causing an error of ν − νA in the estimation process.
Therefore, the MSEA from aliasing is
1
h2
E [(ν − νA)2] where ν is treated as a random
variable whose PDF is given by the conditional power density spectrum (7). The
upper bound for modulation index hmax is defined as the value when the MSEA
approaches one tenth of the MSE without aliasing. After plugging in the marginal






(ν − νA)2 fsc(sc)Sg(ν|sc)dsc. (22)
3.6 Results
In this section, INMSE simulation results for the MAC-free SCSF are presented in
addition to the theoretical results for the sample mean estimator. Let a single trial
correspond to a total of M estimates that are made along the flight path, which is path
along the x = 0 axis in the increasing y direction for the duration of 10 milliseconds
with random starting y-coordinates. The error for the mth estimate is defined as the
difference of true field function (source) value smc and the estimate ŝ
m
c for that value.
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(smc − ŝmc )2 (23)
The MSE for the whole Monte Carlo experiment is averaged over a minimum of
100,000 trials using FFT size of 256 and sampling frequency of 512kHz. The footprint
radius is 40m and the collector flies at a speed of 100m/s.
3.6.1 Estimation Performance
The theoretical sample mean estimator performance is expected to be a good approx-
imation for the performance of the SCSF estimators under high communication SNR,
which is defined as the ratio of average power in the superimposed signal over the
average noise power. According to Equation (18), the INMSE for the sample mean es-
timator is expected to converge as the number of sensors per beam, N , becomes large,
as shown in Figure 9 along with simulation results for the SCSF estimators in line-
of-sight and Rayleigh fading channels with high communication SNR case of 30dB.
The performance increases very little after N = 10 and exponentially before then.
The approximations in the derivations are valid as the theoretical result agrees with
the simulation results. As suggested by (12), the SCSF performance is approximately
equal to the sample mean estimator performance. In addition, the performance in
the fading environment is worse by about 0.5dB compared to the performance in the
line-of-sight channel.
The main reason why the two versions of SCSF perform a little better than the
sample mean estimator is because the antenna pattern gives more weight to highly
correlated sensor measurements, which will be closer to the center of the beam. The
SCSF-Spectral Mean performs very closely to SCSF-MUSIC algorithm, which sug-
gests that the SCSF-Spectral Mean approach should be preferred because of its sim-
plicity. Peak picking in the frequency domain performs at least 3dB worse in INMSE
because of the higher variance in the frequency domain peak location, therefore is not
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Figure 9: INMSE performance results with respect to varying sensor density
for SCSF estimators in line-of-sight and Rayleigh fading channels with rcorr =
25rant, Fs = 512kHz, Nwin = 256, β = 2. The theoretical results are shown as
dashed lines.
plotted in Figure 9.
Another important parameter in Equation (18) is the correlation radius, rcorr. A
larger correlation radius means that the sensor readings will be more correlated with
the field value at the center of the beam footprint. In other words, the INMSE will be
larger. According to the theoretical results, the correlation distance has an important
effect on the estimation performance, which is shown in Figure 10 with the INMSE as
a function of the correlation distance (in units of rant) for N = 10 sensors in a beam
under the line-of-sight and Rayleigh fading conditions with high communication SNR.
As seen in Figure 10, INMSE increases significantly with the correlation radius,
rcorr, as expected from the theoretical results, however the increase is gradual, and
the INMSE rises above 15dB when the rcorr values exceed 15 times the radius of the
beamprint. At rcorr = 15rant, the spatial sampling period is approximately 4rant,
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Figure 10: INMSE performance results with respect to varying degree of correlation
in terms of rant for SCSF estimators in line-of-sight and Rayleigh fading channels
with N = 10, Fs = 1MHz, Nwin = 128, β = 2. The theoretical results are shown as
dashed lines.
therefore the beam footprints do not overlap for consecutive readings. This means
multiple transmissions by sensors are avoided and communication energy expenditure
is reduced with respect to a lower rcorr level that requires overlapping.
3.6.2 Modulation Index
The INMSE performance is influenced by the modulation index according to the
theoretical analysis. If the modulation index is not within the theoretical bounds
derived for modulation index, namely hmin and hmax defined according to Equations
21 and 22, then the performance can noticeably degrade. These bounds are derived
from the quantization and aliasing errors caused by the variation of the modulation
index. These two different errors dominate for different regions of the modulation
index.
The INMSE performance of the SCSF-Spectral Mean estimator with respect to
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different modulation index in a line-of-sight channel with N = 10 under the highly
correlated scenario (rcorr = 25rant) is shown in Figure 11 along with the theoretical
bounds in dashed lines.
Figure 11: INMSE performance results with respect to varying different modulation
index (h) for the SCSF-Spectral Mean estimator in a line-of-sight channel with N =
10, Fs = 512kHz, Nwin = 256, β = 2. The theoretical bounds for h are shown as
dashed lines at hmin = 1.337kHz and hmax = 5.853kHz.
The quantization losses define the lower bound hmin = 1.337kHz according to
Equation 21, and it is a good approximate bound since the INMSE performance
results become steady just after the bound as shown in Figure 11. As the modulation
index increases beyond the upper bound hmax = 5.853kHz according to Equation 22,
losses due to aliasing are expected. As shown in Figure 11, the INMSE performance
deteriorates around the upper bound showing that it is a good approximate bound.
Both of the theoretical bounds provide a good way for the prediction of the SCSF
system behavior.
The effect of the modulation index, h, on mean square error will be exponential
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with respect to h in the region where the quantization noise dominates according to
Equation 20, and the simulation results indicate an exponential effect for h < hmin
as shown in Figure 11. Aliasing effects dominate the mean square error for h > hmax.
As shown earlier, the conditional power spectral density Sg(ν|sc) has a h term, so the
mean square error will be linear with respect to h for h > hmax according to Equation
22. The simulation results fit the expectations from the theory for h > hmax as seen
in Figure 11.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion was introduced as a MAC-
free scheme to read a field of correlated sensors. The specific parameter estimation
case under consideration was a spatially correlated random Gaussian field parameter.
Theoretical analysis showed that the normalized power spectral density of the signal
received at the reader, assuming a long observation time and conditioned on knowing
the field value in the center of this beam, is proportional to the probability density
function of the beam-illuminated field value conditioned on the value in the center
of the beam. With this motivation, the theoretical analysis for the sample mean
estimator was presented along with results from estimation simulations in line-of-
sight and Rayleigh fading channels.
The INMSE results have demonstrated that the SCSF performance is approxi-
mated by the theoretical results for the sample mean estimator. The SCSF scheme
can be used to read a field of correlated wireless sensors from an aircraft flying over-
head, without the use of a MAC, with an expected INMSE performance similar to
the sample mean estimator. The SCSF scheme accomplishes the reading within two
packet periods with the sensors transmitting simultaneously.
Lastly, the theoretical analysis included a derivation for theoretical bounds on
the modulation index, which controls the transformation of sensed data to the signal
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waveforms. The simulation results showed that the theoretical bounds performed





Semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF) accomplishes data fusion in the physical
layer with the goal of achieving energy savings. In this chapter, the energy expen-
diture is considered for parameter estimation in a wireless sensor network. The the
energy expenditure is analyzed in terms of various system parameters for two differ-
ent protocols: The SCSF scheme that uses no medium access control (MAC) and a
conventional cluster-based LEACH scheme that uses medium access control.
4.1 Introduction
An accurate delineation of the energy expenditure of the proposed semi-cooperative
spectrum fusion (SCSF) scheme with respect to other cluster-based protocols is neces-
sary for the design and deployment of future wireless sensor networks. An important
novelty of the SCSF method is the elimination of Medium Access Control (MAC),
which can potentially cause energy savings. Many protocols depend on extensive use
of MAC signaling even though the energy cost of the MAC is not included in previ-
ous energy comparisons of different schemes. In this chapter, energy cost model for
the communication electronics of sensors in communication with an airborne receiver
is presented in order to evaluate the energy comparison of SCSF vs. LEACH [61].
LEACH is a conventional cluster-based scheme that uses MAC, and it has been exten-
sively studied in various wireless sensor network energy expenditure comparisons in
the literature. The communication energy model presented here is a more advanced
model than the one used in [61], which should help provide a more accurate compari-
son. As part of the model, firstly, the transmission and reception costs are considered,
and later these costs are used to get the overall energy cost of each protocol. The
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energy costs for the data processing necessary for in-network data fusion is neglected
for this comparison.
4.2 Transmission and Receiving Energy Model
The energy model introduced in [61] was developed based on the Bluetooth motes
[11] and the model does not fit the recent wireless sensors used in sensor networks.
The current technology uses less energy for running the transmit circuitry than what
is projected by the energy model in [61]. Instead, the energy costs are evaluated using
the energy model put together by [13] that is based on recent research on transmitter
and receiver energy-use data. In addition, the new model does a better accounting of
costs involved in receiving an information packet.
In the model presented here, the main parameters are receiver sensitivity Sr,
receiving power cost PRX , transmitting overhead αTX and reciprocal of transmitter
amplifier efficiency βTX . The transmitter circuitry expends PTX amount of power to
radiate PRAD amount of power into space according to the linear dependence
PTX = αTX + βTXPRAD. (24)
For inter-sensor communication on the ground, the assumed model for power






with transmitted power PRAD, transmitter antenna gain Gtr, receiver antenna gain
Gr and wavelength λ [48]. For a monopole antenna such as used those on a sensor,
the antenna gain is equal to 1.64 [50]. When this model is written in terms of the








for intersensor communication on the ground. For reaching the airborne receiver
that has a receiver with at least -111dBm sensitivity [45, 43] and around 30dB of
directivity gain, a very low transmitting power available to the sensor is adequate
[50]. The path loss exponent for the air-to-ground channel is 2 instead of the 3 that is
used in ground-to-ground communication, since various air-to-ground measurement
campaigns have found a path loss value of 2 in this case [38, 39, 37].
This energy model is used for three different transceiver units which are described
in Table 1 in terms of their energy expenditure properties. These parameters are
either cited directly from the technical documents provided, or estimated using other
related parameters provided in the technical documents. PRX is the power required
by the node to run its transceiver for receiving signals.
Table 1: Energy Model Parameters for Sensor Transceivers
Transceiver αTX βTX PRX Sr Data Rate (Rs) Frequency
CC2420 [58] 25 mW 0.03 35.5 mW -94 dBm 250 kbps 2.4 GHz
Molnar [2] 0.60 mW 0.40 1.2 mW -93 dBm 20 kbps 0.9 GHz
Otis [8] 0.25 mW 0.25 0.4 mW -101 dBm 20 kbps 1.9 GHz
4.3 Data Fusion Protocols
In this chapter, LEACH and SCSF are described for data fusion before or during
transmission to the base station or collector, i.e. the airborne receiver. LEACH is
a MAC-aided cluster-based data fusion scheme, whereas SCSF is a MAC-free data
fusion scheme that lets the collector beacon define the cluster by illuminating a cluster
of sensors. Both of these schemes are depicted in Figure 12, where there are two
different clusters that are both in communication with an airborne receiver. The dots
represent the wireless sensors, and the arrows represent the flow of the data packets
to the airborne receiver. LEACH does in-network data fusion by collecting all sensor
data at a single wireless sensor (known as the cluster head), which transmits the fused
data to the airborne receiver.
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Figure 12: Two different data fusion schemes of LEACH (a) and SCSF (b) shown
in two separate clusters of wireless sensors (depicted as dots) communicating with an
airborne receiver.
In SCSF, all sensors receive the beacon transmission from the airborne collector,
and directly transmit their data in response. The collector receives the superimposed
received signal and estimates the field value. Data fusion is carried in the physical
layer using SCSF without any need for MAC.
The MAC-aided cluster-based data fusion scheme LEACH consists of two phases,
namely, the setup and communication phases. In the setup phase cluster heads are
elected, followed by the elected cluster heads broadcasting to their clusters and all
the sensors joining the cluster of the closest cluster heads. The sensors use the cluster
head selection method of [61], where cluster heads are chosen randomly. In the
communication phase, the sensors send their measurements to the cluster heads,
which carry out data fusion and report the fused data back to the airborne receiver
(the collector). The number of rounds of communication done before a new cluster
head is elected is Nsetup.
The protocol for SCSF is simpler since SCSF does not require any in-network
communication. Once the sensors receive the beacon transmission from the collector,
they respond simultaneously in a shared channel or a number of shared channels. The
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data fusion is automatically handled by the superimposition of the various signals and
the estimation or detection algorithms the collector employs.
4.4 Protocol Energy Cost
The Nyquist rate specifies the spatial sampling period as 0.25rcorr for the spatial
correlation model considered. The sampling period is used to determine the number
of samples (readings) Nsamp needed for a given network. Given a square network with





. Since energy expenditure increases as
the number of samples increases, the energy expenditure is inversely related to the
correlation radius.
In a beam footprint with N total sensors and Nch cluster heads, the following are
the energy costs for the setup phase:
• Cluster heads broadcast to the clusters: Nch transmissions
• Sensors receive the broadcasts: N −Nch receptions
• Sensors respond commitments: N −Nch transmissions
• Cluster heads receive commitments: N −Nch receptions
• Cluster heads broadcast MAC schedule: Nch transmissions
• Sensors receive MAC schedule: N −Nch receptions
In the Nsetup communication rounds, the energy costs are summarized as:
• Sensors receive the beacon: N receptions of header packet
• Sensors send their data: N−Nch transmissions consisting of header and V data
samples
• Cluster heads receive: N − Nch receptions consisting of header and V data
samples
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• Cluster heads send fused data to collector: Nch transmissions of header and V
data samples
The headers for these packets are 4 bytes long consisting of a 1-byte-address, 1 byte
of control bits and 2 bytes of syncronization information. The clusterhead broadcast
packet is just the 4-byte-long header packet. The TDMA schedule broadcast packet
sent by the cluster head is assumed to have a data payload of N/NCH bytes in addition
to the header. This payload is the transmission TDMA schedule that the sensors in
the cluster follow for communication with the cluster head.
The payload for data packets in the communication phase is V data samples at 4
bytes for each data sample. The V value is dependent on the application considered
but 802.15.4 has a maximum V value of about 32 [58]. The value of Nsetup is appli-
cation and hardware dependent, therefore different cases are presented in the Results
section. Using this blueprint, if the Nsetup is set sufficiently high (Nsetup > 50), the
setup phase energy cost is negligible and communication phase energy cost domi-
nates. Neglecting the setup rounds and only considering the communication phase,
the energy EMAC spent in a network using MAC-aided cluster-based scheme can be
expressed as




where PTX,gr and PTX,air are the transmission costs for the sensor to cluster head
and the cluster head to collector communication, respectively, as formulated in (24).
For N > 10, the N-term dominates (27) and the communication-phase energy can be
simplified to




PTX,gr, BMAC = 1 + V + (2 + V )
PRX
PTX,gr
. The number of cluster
heads NCH needed to acquire Nsamp estimates is NCH = Nsamp, and NFP sensors
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per cluster are needed in order to have the same estimation performance as a SCSF
scheme with NFP sensors in a footprint. As a result, the number of sensors in the
MAC-aided cluster-based scheme is N = NCHNFP = NsampNFP .
In the SCSF scheme all the sensors receive the collector beacon and transmit
back to the collector. Therefore in a collector beam footprint where there are NFP
sensors, there will be NFP signal receptions and NFP signal transmissions. The signal
duration is long enough to give time forNwin frequency domain samples at Fs sampling
frequency, which is determined by the particular transceiver studied, along with an
extra 32 bits that serve as the header. The data part is repeated for V different data
samples and the header is the same as the header in the MAC-aided cluster-based















which, using N = NsampNFP , can again be simplified as







+ 1 + V NwinRs
32Fs
. The Rs and Fs values are
transceiver hardware dependent whereas Nwin is computed to satisfy (20) and (22).

















which indicates the communication energy savings SCSF scheme will provide over the
MAC-aided cluster-based scheme. Computed values for this ratio for different V are















which is larger than one for the three transceivers considered. In other words, SCSF
uses less energy than the MAC-aided cluster-based scheme. Values for this ratio are
given in the next section.
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4.5 Results
The energy cost of reading a whole 240m x 240m network from a collector at 2kms
of altitude is calculated via simulation. The comparisons are done for the three
transceiver energy models in Table 1. Two cases of field correlation are considered for
simulations. In each setup, the estimation performance of the MAC-free and MAC-
aided cluster-based schemes are set to be approximately equal. This is provided for
by adjusting the number of cluster heads and sensors in MAC-aided scheme to equal
the estimation performance of the SCSF scheme.
In Case A, High Correlation with rcorr = 24rant, the high degree of correlation
corresponds to sparse reading of the field. Since the spatial reading/sampling period
(0.25rcorr = 6rant) is much larger than the collector beam footprint diameter (2rant),
the field is illuminated in non-overlapping beam footprints. Both SCSF and MAC-
aided cluster-based schemes use one cluster of radius size rant=40m, therefore the
parameters for the fusion protocols are Nsamp = 1, NCH=1, and N = NFP .
In Case B, Low Correlation, a network with a low degree of correlation (rcorr =
4rant) is simulated. The low degree of correlation corresponds to more frequent spatial
readings of the field. As the spatial sampling period is approximately rant, the beam
footprints overlap about 40%. The MAC-free SCSF scheme accomplishes this by
resorting to overlapping beam footprints, which hurts the energy-efficiency results
for SCSF considerably, therefore Nsamp = 36. The MAC-aided cluster-based scheme
accomplishes the same estimation performance of MAC-free SCSF scheme by using
as many clusters or cluster heads as Nsamp in the network, therefore NCH = Nsamp.
To match the estimation performance of the SCSF scheme, the MAC-aided cluster-
based scheme needs NFP sensors in each cluster, therefore the number of sensors in
the network is N = NCHNFP .
The two different correlation cases are simulated using a Monte Carlo simulation
with the given network setup. The total communication energy consumption for a
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one-time reading of a network with number of data samples V=10 is shown in Figure
13. As expected from Equations 28 and 30, the energy costs are nearly linear with
the number of sensors. It costs slightly more energy to read a network with low
correlation distance, because more spatial samples are needed.
Figure 13 also includes different protocols and radios to show the contrast between
them. In the legend, M50 and M5000 denotes the MAC-aided cluster-based protocol
already described with Nsetup values of 50 and 5000, respectively. For example, what
appears to be the very top curve is actually the two curves corresponding to the two
values of Nsetup for the MAC-aided cluster-based protocol for the CC2420 radio. This
indicates that Nsetup plays a negligible role for the values considered. The next curve
(down that is), the solid curve with no symbols, is for the MAC-free SCSF protocol
for the CC2420. Therefore, it is seen that the MAC-free SCSF protocol saves about
25% of the energy of the MAC-aided cluster-based protocol.
The MAC-free SCSF protocol also saves much more energy for the experimental
radios as shown in Figure 13. The experimental Otis and Molnar transceivers spend
nearly 10 times less communication energy than the commercial CC2420 transceiver
since the experimental transceivers are products of novel research into low-power con-
sumption transceivers; therefore they have considerably lower communication power
needs as indicated in Tables 1 and 2. In addition, increasing Nsetup further doesn’t
give any noticeable energy cost reduction, i.e. the lowering of the cost is less than
1/10th of the difference between MAC-free SCSF and MAC-aided schemes.
The average values of the power consumption parameters in Equations 27 and 29,
and calculated energy savings ratios assuming a specific number of data samples V
are shown in Table 2 for the network setup considered and its geometry. The SCSF
scheme saves energy over a MAC-aided cluster-based scheme for all the three different
transceivers considered. The average savings can be approximately deduced from the
ratio EMAC
ESCSF
. The savings for the experimental Molnar and Otis receivers are greater
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Figure 13: Energy expenditure simulation results for reading a full 240mx240m
network with number of data samples V=10 using three different transceivers. (M50:
MAC-aided cluster-based with Nsetup=50, M5000: MAC-aided cluster-based with
Nsetup=5000)
because of their lower signaling rate that slows down the MAC-aided cluster-based
transmit speeds and keeps the circuits on longer using up power for a longer period
of time.
Table 2: Results for Energy Model Parameters and Savings Ratios









V = 1 V = 10 V = 30 V →∞
CC2420 [58] 35.5 mW 25 mW 27 mW 1.49 1.33 1.30 1.11
Molnar [8] 1.20 mW 0.60 mW 0.63 mW 2.59 7.82 12.53 17.73
Otis [2] 0.40 mW 0.25 mW 0.29 mW 2.64 7.82 12.13 14.29
The Monte Carlo simulation results can also be represented as a ratio of the SCSF
scheme over the MAC-aided cluster-based scheme to contrast with the numerical
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values presented for these ratios in Table 2. The theoretical ratios are shown as a
horizontal bound along with the simulation results for the three different transceivers
with V = 10 and Nsetup = 5, 000 in Figure 14.
The energy comparison predicted in Table 2 from the simplified expressions are
reflected in the actual energy cost simulation results since the energy ratios tend to the
bounds with increasing numbers of sensors. In all three transceiver configurations, the
MAC-free SCSF scheme uses less energy than the MAC-aided cluster-based scheme
and the simulation savings show that the approximations from Table 2 are close.
The energy savings ratios tend to the theoretical values calculated with increasing
number of sensors because larger number of sensors was a key assumption to derive
the theoretical expressions for the ratios. In addition, even for the lower number of
sensors, the ratios from the simulation are close to the theoretical ratios.
Figure 14: Energy Comparison Ratios ( EMAC
ESCSF
) with number of data samples V=10
and Nsetup = 5000 using three different transceivers along with the calculated values
from the theoretical ratio.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, expressions for energy use of MAC-aided and MAC-free protocols for
the reading of a correlated parameter by wireless sensors were presented along with
simulations. The energy results indicate that a network using SCSF spends much
less energy than a network with MAC-aided cluster-based scheme LEACH, especially
for average-sized data packets. The main reasons for this difference is that the SCSF
scheme avoids the numerous periods that the sensors would spend communicating
with each other, and that the SCSF scheme uses cooperative communications to
reach the distant airborne receiver.
The general SCSF technique is a way to read correlated parameters from any
distant cluster of radios in a LOS environment. SCSF avoids the use of MAC by
accomplishing data fusion in the physical layer through simultaneous wireless sensor
transmissions. SCSF was shown to spend much less energy than a MAC-aided cluster-
based scheme, especially for average-sized data packets.
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CHAPTER V
BINARY INTEGRATION IN CORRELATED WIRELESS
SENSOR NETWORKS
In this chapter, cooperative communications is considered for the binary integration
problem. In Section 5.1, the binary integration problem and network setup are pre-
sented. In Section 5.2, the use of cooperative communications is proposed for binary
integration. The received signal at the collector is analyzed in terms of its squared
envelope in Section 5.3 for line-of-sight and flat fading channels. Lastly, Section
5.4 presents performance results, and a summary of the proposed research in binary
integration is included in Section 5.5.
5.1 Introduction
Binary integration is the problem of a collector or a base station making a binary
detection decision using individual binary decisions from a cluster of sensors [50].
The application considered in this work is an airborne collector in communication
with a cluster of sensors on the ground as shown in Figure 15. In this setting, the
sensors observe a common event but make independent binary decisions about the
event. The correlation in the sensor decisions motivates the application of data fusion
for the binary integration problem. In this research, cooperative communication is
proposed to achieve the data fusion in this problem.
The sensor cluster can be defined as those sensors illuminated by a narrow beam
from the collector. Alternatively the cluster can be defined by other means such
that the collector addresses the cluster and the cluster is contained within the beam
footprint of the collector. Figure 15 shows the airborne platform along with the
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Figure 15: Binary integration problem where an airborne platform is collecting
decisions from sensors (black dots) from two different clusters of sensors that are
equi-distant from the collector (a) and distributed (b) in a cluster.
sensors, which are shown as solid dots organized in two separate clusters denoted as
(a) and (b). The sensors in the same cluster observe a common event and each sensor
makes a binary decision about this common event. In the case of cluster (a) in Figure
15, the sensors are approximately the same distance from the airborne platform and
located along a line. This situation can arise if the sensors are illuminated by a beam
and range-gated. In the case of cluster (b) in Figure 15, the sensors are distributed
such that the distance to the airborne platform varies as a uniform random variable.
The communication channel presents an important limiting factor in wireless sen-
sor networks, which are often deployed to monitor or detect events in outdoors envi-
ronments [55, 31]. In such applications, the sensors may be spread over an approxi-
mately two-dimensional plane, and the data collector can possibly be situated on an
airborne platform, which could be a manned or unmanned aerial vehicle. This chap-
ter analyzes the use of a cooperative communication scheme for binary integration of
sensor decisions, in which the sensors simultaneously transmit their decisions to the
single collector achieving binary integration in the physical layer.
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5.2 Cooperative Communications in Binary Integration
In relatively dense sensor deployments, a cluster of sensors may detect the same
events. When the sensor decisions are correlated due to the reading application
considered, energy and time efficiencies can be achieved using cooperative schemes
[5]. Most of the existing solutions for reading of a field of wireless sensors require
the use of medium access control (MAC) for forming sensor-clusters and coordinating
wireless transmissions [14]. MAC signaling causes overhead that consumes additional
time and energy, especially during the listening part of the protocols [6, 13, 58]. In
addition, inter-sensor communication can be very difficult in some environments such
as the ocean surface. A scheme that eliminates MAC signaling can be more practical
in such environments.
A cooperative communication scheme can accomplish binary integration in two
packet intervals, where the sensors simultaneously transmit their decisions to an
airborne collector in randomly selected diversity channels. The collector triggers the
transmission using a beacon transmission to illuminate a cluster of sensors, each of
which responds by transmitting a waveform that is modulated by the sensor’s decision
onto a randomly selected diversity channel. Thus, the polling of all the sensors in
the beam is completed within two packet slots, one for the beacon, and one for the
superimposed responses.
If multiple sensors randomly use the same channel, their transmissions are super-
posed. However, this superposition is not a collision, as in a conventional network,
but rather, because of diversity channels, all sensor transmissions benefit detection
performance. The collector receives the transmissions in all of the channels using it
for a cumulative detection decision. The sensors avoid using Medium Access Control
(MAC) by randomly picking their channels. We derive the probability density func-
tion for the received squared envelope of the signal and investigate the performance
of detection under this scenario.
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SCSF is a scheme that does not rely on phase synchronization, and an exact
analysis is presented that does not rely on asymptotic performance trends. When a
number of wireless transmitters transmit in the same channel, the probability density
function of the squared envelope of the phasor sum of their independent complex am-
plitudes is usually modeled as an exponential distribution, assuming a large number
of transmitters [9, 10]. When the number of transmitters are less than 10, different
probability density functions (PDFs) are necessary. Closed form expressions for the
phasor sum is possible for 1 to 3 transmitters. There is no closed-form expression
for cases of tranmitters larger than 3 [21, 16, 53]. However, the PDFs can still be
expressed as definite integrals, and numerical computations can be achieved by using
Laguerre expansion [16, 1].
In this chapter, exact PDFs are used when possible, along with the Laguerre
polynomial and exponential models when applicable, to model the phasor sum. To
model the use of multiple diversity channels, a combinatorial allocation of channels
is considered in the analysis. The conditional PDF of the squared envelope is com-
puted through numerical integration which is guided by the combinatorial model of
diversity channel assignments. This combination of combinatorial random channel
allocation and phasor sum models is novel for analysis of cooperative communication
schemes and it has produced consistent results in the theoretical analysis of SCSF for
binary integration. Theoretical results are also presented for Rayleigh fading chan-
nels. Lastly, the diversity gain for the SCSF scheme is shown to be evident in the
probability of error.
5.3 Squared Envelope of the Received SCSF Signal
Binary integration involves N sensors that make individual decisions on whether a
common event happened. Deterministic detection models, such as the sensor de-
tection radius, have been shown to be less accurate for the sensor event detection
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problem [18]. In this analysis, we use a probabilistic model for sensor detections of
the event. Each sensor decides that an event happened with probability of detection
PD, given that the event happened. Similarly, each sensor decides an event happened
with probability of false alarm PFA, given that the event did not happen. In either
case, the sensor decisions are independent from each other. A wide array of detection
applications are modeled as a random process in terms of PD and PFA [18].
Given that an event has happened, the probability for ND, the number of sensors
that have decided that an event has happened (0 ≤ ND ≤ N), is





P xD (1− PD)
N−x . (33)
The goal of the SCSF scheme is to employ cooperative communication to transmit
the sensor decisions to the collector. Under the SCSF scheme, a sensor that has
decided on a detection transmits in one of K orthogonal channels in the detection
group, whereas a sensor that has decided against a detection transmits in one of a
separate set of K orthogonal channels in the non-detection group. For example, the
orthogonalization can be achieved via carrier frequency, where the orthogonal channel
group can be a frequency band. Alternatively, the sensors can choose from non-
overlapping time slots to achieve orthogonalization. In any implementation, the sensor
chooses the channel randomly out of K channels that are pre-determined to represent
one of the two binary decision outcomes. The collector receives the superimposed
signal, r(t) = s(t)+w(t), where s(t) is the superimposition of the sensor transmissions
and w(t) is the additive white Gaussian channel noise. The SNR at the receiver is
defined as the ratio of average power of s(t) to average power of w(t). For the
















where φD(t) and φND(t) are the orthonormal basis functions for the communication
of detection and non-detection decisions, respectively. The αD and αND are the
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projection coefficients of the received signals onto the orthonormal basis functions.
After receiving the signals from the sensors, the collector makes a detection decision
with cumulative probability of detection PCD and cumulative probability of false
alarm PCFA.
In this paper, a decision statistic is computed for each of the two groups. More
specifically, the decision statistic for each group is the integrated squared envelope,
i.e., the L2 norm, of the superimposed signals in the group. Because of the orthog-
onality of the diversity channels, |RD|2 is the sum of the squared outputs of the K





where |Rk|2 is the squared envelope of the output of the kth receiver branch. |RND|2
is defined similarly for the non-detection group. The squared envelope from each
orthogonal channel, where Nk sensors are transmitting for channel k, can be expressed
as
|Rk|2 = |Gk +Wk|2, (36)
where Gk is the sum of the complex gains from Nk sensor signals and Wk is the noise










where λ = |Gk|2 and Io(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind [10].
The conditional PDF for |RD|2 given ND transmitters can be expressed as
f|RD|2(r|ND) =
∑
f|RD|2(r|N1...NK)P (N1...NK |ND) (38)
where the conditional PDF f|RD|2(r|N1...NK) is the convolution of the conditional
PDFs f|R1|2(r|N1) to f|RK |2(r|NK), Nk is the number of transmitters in channel k
(1 ≤ k ≤ K) and the sum is over all the possible combinatorial combinations of
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N1 ... NK given ND with P (N1...NK |ND) representing the probability of the each
combinatorial case. The probability for each combinatorial case can be expressed as








assuming each sensor chooses the orthogonal channel randomly with equal probability
for each channel.
The expression of the conditional PDF for |RND|2, the squared envelope of the sum
of the K receiver branches in the non-detection group, follows a similar expression
with the substition of N − ND instead of ND. The collector makes its decision
by comparing a threshold with the ratio of the conditional PDF of |RD|2 to the
conditional PDF of |RND|2.
5.3.1 Equidistant Sensors in a Line-of-sight (LOS) Channel
Each sensor’s complex gain is modeled as A′h where A′ is the deterministic transmitter




, where h′ is unit amplitude for the LOS case with a random phase distributed
uniformly between 0 and 2π, d is the sensor distance relative to the reference distance
and β is the path loss exponent. For the case of an airborne collector focusing on
a distant, small cluster in a LOS channel, the path loss differences between sensors
can be negligible leading to a scenario where the sensors seem to be equidistant to
the collector, i.e., d is same for all. Alternatively the sensors can originally be placed
about equidistant from the receiver on a short line, also resulting in the equidistant
case as shown in Figure 15.
For simplicity, a complex phasor with a random phase and deterministic amplitude
A = |A′h| can be used in the following theoretical expressions as d and β are assumed
to be same for all sensors in the equidistant case. With these definitions, Gk becomes
the sum of independent phasors, as considered in [21].
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The conditional probability density function of Gk can be expressed in closed form
only for 0 ≤ Nk ≤ 3 [21]. For Nk = 0, Gk is equal to 0. For Nk = 1, Gk is equal
to the deterministic signal amplitude A, whereas for Nk = 2, the probability density
function of |Gk|2 is expressed as






For the case of Nk = 3, the PDF of |Gk|2 is expressed in terms of the elliptical integral
K(x) [21] as




K(q(r)) 0 < r < A2
2
π2t(r)
K(q−1(r)) A2 < r < 9A2,
(41)

















respectively. For 3 < Nk < 9, using the Laguerre polynomial Lm(x), the probability


















where cm are Laguerre constants [1].
For larger Nk, |Gk|2 is modeled as exponentially distributed which is the approach
taken in asymptotic analysis even though it might not fit well for cases with low num-
ber of transmitters. By representing the |Gk|2 more accurately for a small number
of superposed transmitters, a novel non-asymptotic approach to investigating perfor-
mance of cooperative communication schemes is presented in this dissertation. Using
this approach, proposed research can accurately depict performance in applications
where a low number of sensors are utilized.
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Given the PDFs for |Gk|2, the conditional PDF of |Rk|2, the squared envelope in
one channel with Nk transmitters, is numerically computed via Equation 37. The
computed theoretical PDF is shown in Figure 16 for cases of Nk=0, 1, 2 and 5, along
with PDFs computed from a simulation with 1,000,000 Monte Carlo runs for various
number of transmitters in a line-of-sight channel. The path loss exponent is β = 2,
since that value has been reported to be a good approximation for the ground-to-air
communication channel in various experiments for a number of environment types
[38, 39, 37].
Figure 16: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, of a single diversity
channel with A=1 in a LOS channel for an equidistant cluster with varying number
of transmitters Nk.
The values of A′ and d are set such that A = 1 for the curves in Figure 16, because
the equidistant cluster assumption assures that the sensors have the same path loss.
In this particular case, the communication SNR is low meaning that the PDF is
shaped by the additive white Gaussian noise. Despite the low SNR, the conditional
PDFs have larger spread with increasing Nk values as more signal energy is put into
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the channel with more transmitters. In addition, the theoretical PDFs show a close
fit with the simulation.
The conditional PDF of |RD|2 (Equation 38) assuming each of ND transmitters
selects at random one of K orthogonal channels is shown in Figure 17 for different
cases of ND and K. A simulation with 1,000,000 Monte Carlo runs is also shown to
be in close agreement with the theoretical results. For a given number of diversity
channels (K), increasing the number of transmitters results in more signal energy
in the group with the mean of the conditional PDF moving towards larger values of
r. Likewise, for a given number of transmitters, more diversity channels results in a
larger noise power also increasing the mean of |RD|2.
Figure 17: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |RD|2, of a group of diversity
channels with A=1 in a LOS channel for an equidistant cluster with varying number
of transmitters ND and diversity channels K.
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5.3.2 Equidistant and Distributed Sensors in a Rayleigh Fading Channel
In the Rayleigh fading channel, each sensor incurs an independently varying complex
channel gain h. The gain h is modeled as h
′
dβ
, where h′ is a complex gaussian random
variable and d is a uniform random variable. As previously discussed, the equidistant
case is when the sensors are equidistant from the collector as shown in Case (a)
in Figure 15. In the distributed case, the sensor distances are modeled as uniform
random variables corresponding to a narrow strip towards the collector as illustrated
as Case (b) in Figure 15.
In the case of an equidistant group of sensors, the conditional PDF for the squared
envelope |Rk|2 can be computed via Equation 37. Various cases of the theoretical
conditional PDF are shown in Figure 18 along with a PDF computed from a Monte
Carlo simulation of equidistant transmitters in a Rayleigh fading channel.
Figure 18: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, of a single diversity
channel in a Rayleigh fading channel for an equidistant cluster with varying number
of transmitters.
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The average signal power is set such that it is equivalent to the average signal
power in previous LOS example (Figure 16), therefore this is also a low communi-
cation SNR case. The conditional PDFs for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, of a single
diversity channel with Rayleigh fading equidistant transmitters have larger spread
with increasing number of transmitters as expected similar to the previous line-of-
sight case. With more transmitters, more signal energy is received. In addition, the
theoretical PDFs show a close fit with the simulation. Lastly, the conditional PDFs
in this case are fairly similar to the conditional PDFs from the LOS case, but with
slightly larger variance.
When the Rayleigh fading equidistant transmitters use a group of diversity chan-
nels, the conditional PDF of the squared envelope, |RD|2, can be computed using
Equation 38 as shown in in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |RD|2, of a group of diversity
channels in a Rayleigh channel for an equidistant cluster with varying number of
transmitters and diversity channels.
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For all the different cases of number of transmitters ND and number of diversity
channels K, the conditional PDFs are fairly close to the conditional PDFs in the
LOS channel, and theoretical and simulation results are in close agreement. Similar
to the previous LOS case; for a given number of diversity channels (K), increasing the
number of transmitters results in more signal energy in the group with the mean of
the conditional PDF moving towards larger values of r. Likewise, for a given number
of transmitters, more diversity channels results in a larger noise power also increasing
the mean of |RD|2.
The theoretical conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, in the case of
distributed sensors shown in Figure 15 (Case (b)) can be computed via Equation 37
with the assumption of a uniform random variable for d. For the case of 1 ≤ d ≤ 2,
the conditional PDFs for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, are shown in Figure 20 along
with conditional PDFs from a Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 20: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |Rk|2, of a single diversity
channel in a Rayleigh fading channel for a distributed cluster with varying number
of transmitters Nk.
Similar to the previous case, the Nk transmitters are Rayleigh fading transmitters.
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The number of transmitters are varied as Nk=0, 1, 2 and 5 in Figure 20, and the
average signal power is such that it is equal to the corresponding cases from the
previous conditional PDFs shown for equidistant transmitters in line-of-sight and
Rayleigh fading channels. The conditional PDFs show larger variation with increasing
number of sensors and the PDFs behave similar to the LOS case hinting that the
SCSF scheme can possibly exhibit similar performance behavior whether the channel
is fading or not. The simulation results and theoretical results have a close fit.
Lastly, the conditional PDF of the squared envelope, |RD|2, can be computed for
a distributed cluster of Rayleigh fading transmitters using Equation 38. The condi-
tional PDFs under different cases of number of diversity channels, K, and number of
transmitters, ND, along with the simulation results are shown in Figure 21. Larger
K and ND result in larger means similar to the previous cases.
Figure 21: Conditional PDF for the squared envelope, |RD|2, of a group of di-
versity channels in a LOS channel for a distributed cluster with varying number of
transmitters ND and diversity channels K.
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5.4 Results
In this section, results for the detection performance of the SCSF scheme for binary
integration is presented by using the metrics of the cumulative detection probability,
PCD, and the cumulative false alarm probability, PCFA, which are the probabilities
at the collector for detection and false alarm respectively. The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve is computed to contrast the variation of PCD with respect
to PCFA by varying the detection threshold. ROC curves for the equidistant line-
of-sight case with different levels of SNR are shown in Figure 22 for N = 20 and
K = 2 along with simulation results for two cases. The PCD and PCFA rise together
with the variation of the thresholds, and simulation results agree with theoretical
results. As the communication SNR increases in Figure 22, the area under the curve
(AUC), which is a proxy metric for accuracy of the event detection [31], also increases,
indicating performance benefits for binary integration.
Figure 22: ROC Curve for equidistant LOS sensors under different cases of SNR
with number of sensors N = 20 and number of diversity channels K = 2.
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Diversity effects can be studied by keeping the SNR constant and varying the
number of diversity channels K. This can be observed in Figure 23 with various
ROC curves for N = 20. An increase in area under curve is observed as the number
of orthogonal channels are increased while keeping the SNR constant. The increases
are larger than in Figure 22, suggesting that increasing diversity is more effective
than increasing power.
Figure 23: ROC Curve for equidistant LOS sensors under different cases of number
diversity channels K with constant SNR with number of sensors N = 20.
When the ROC curves are computed for the Rayleigh fading channel cases with
equidistant and distributed sensors, performance gains are achieved with increasing
SNR, as shown in Figure 24. The path loss exponent β is 2, and the distance d
uniformly varies between 1 and 2. The simulation results fit well with the theoretical
results, but the former are left out of this figure due to lack of space. The performance
in terms of AUC increases with increasing SNR for both kinds of sensor deployment
scenarios, and performance remains close for distributed vs. equidistant scenarios.
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Figure 24: ROC Curve for different cases of SNR with number of sensors N = 10
and number of diversity channels K = 2 in a Rayleigh fading channel.
Under the Rayleigh fading scenario, improvements in ROC curves are observed
for both equidistant and distributed cases when the number of diversity channels
increases. This is shown in Figure 25 with a couple of levels of K for different
deployment scenarios. The SNR is kept constant, and an increase in the area under
the curve is observed.
The diversity characteristic may also be viewed in terms of the slope of the log
probability curve, as it is for digital communication multiple antenna systems [64].
To achieve this, the probability of false alarm PCFA is set as constant, and the SNR
is varied to create a curve of probability of miss PM = 1 − PCD vs. SNR using the
theoretical framework presented in this paper.
The variation of the logarithm of PM with respect to SNR in dBs for different cases
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Figure 25: ROC Curve for different cases of number of diversity channels K with
number of sensors N = 10 and constant SNR in a Rayleigh fading channel.
of diversity K=1, 2, and 4 are shown in Figure 26. In order to avoid overcrowding
the figure, only the theoretical results are shown, because the simulation results are
in very close agreement (i.e., like they are in previous figures for the ROC curves)
with theoretical results. For each case of diversity and number of sensors (N = 5
and N = 20), results are shown for three different scenarios: equidistant sensors in a
line-of-sight channel, equidistant sensors in a Rayleigh fading channel and distributed
sensors in a Rayleigh fading channel.
As the number of diversity channels K increases, the slope of the performance
line for each scenario increases approximately in proportion to K. In other words,
better error rate reduction is achieved for the same SNR improvement, demonstrating
a diversity gain. In the Rayleigh fading scenarios, adding more sensors makes a
performance difference if those sensors have enough channels to utilize for diversity.
This is seen in the performance results in Figure 26 as the greatest performance
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Figure 26: Probability of miss vs. SNR holding PCFA constant under different di-
versity cases of number of diversity channels K for line-of-sight and Rayleigh channels
with equidistant and distributed clusters.
difference between the cases of N = 5 and N = 20 is when the number of diversity
channels K is the largest for the two Rayleigh fading scenarios.
5.5 Summary
In general, SCSF enables the polling of an arbitrarily dense deployment of sensors
in just two packet intervals. This chapter addressed the case of finite number of
sensors. SCSF is a novel physical layer solution to the binary integration problem. A
theoretical analysis of binary integration using SCSF was presented using the exact
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expressions for received signals in various channel environments for various spatial
sensor distributions.
The theoretical results describe the performance of the scheme with respect to
parameters concerning SNR and diversity. SCSF showed performance increases with
increasing SNR and diversity as expected. The theoretical analysis also introduced a
combinatorial computational approach to inspect cooperative schemes without need-
ing to assume asymptotic conditions.
It has also been shown that SCSF achieves its main goal, which was to make use of
diversity while all sensors transmitted simultaneously with no phase synchronization
or medium access control. In addition to achieving this goal, diversity gains were ob-
served indicating that the cooperative aspect of the scheme made use of the available




In this dissertation, the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion (SCSF) scheme was pre-
sented as a novel physical layer data fusion solution for the parameter estimation
and binary integration problems. SCSF is a novel scheme that accomplishes data
fusion in two packet intervals, avoids the use of medium access control, and requires
no phase synchronization. The main contributions of this research were the design
of the SCSF scheme, and the theoretical analysis of the system performance under
different communication channel environments in terms of important communication
channel and source data parameters.
While the contributions in this research were theoretical, the Glossy and CANDI
protocols were discussed as practical implementations of either SCSF or other cooper-
ative communication schemes. Using a similar approach, SCSF can be implemented
on testbeds with off-the-shelf elements. Complete commercial implementation of
SCSF will require new transceivers that can switch channels in a fast manner, but
the main ideas of this research can still be considered for current implementations
of cooperative communications. In the rest of this chapter, contributions and results
of this research are discussed for the parameter estimation and binary integration
problems.
6.1 Parameter Estimation
The proposed research involved the use of frequency shifts to represent a field param-
eter in order to estimate it at the collector using several different estimators. SCSF
accomplished data fusion via cooperative communications.
In this dissertation, the analysis of SCSF for the parameter estimation produced
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applicable system bounds, and illuminating energy use expressions. In addition, the
formulation of the normalized power spectral density of the signal received at the
reader, assuming a long observation time and conditioned on knowing the field value
in the center of this beam, was included in this research. The spectral density has been
shown to be proportional to the probability density function of the beam-illuminated
field value conditioned on the value in the center of the beam.
The INMSE results for the line-of-sight and Rayleigh fading channels have shown
the SCSF scheme to be competitive with the conventional scheme to read a field of
correlated wireless sensors without the use of a MAC. The theoretical formulation
expressed INMSE performance in terms of the number of sensors, and the correlation
distance. The simulation and theoretical results matched well.
The two proposed SCSF algorithms perform closely to the alternative conventional
MAC-aided network protocol in terms of INMSE. The general SCSF technique is a
way to read correlated parameters from any distant cluster of wireless sensors. Lastly,
SCSF was shown to spend much less energy than a MAC-aided cluster-based scheme,
especially for average-sized data packets.
6.2 Binary Integration
A theoretical analysis of SCSF for the binary integration case produced results on
the performance of the scheme with respect to important parameters concerning SNR
and diversity. The scheme showed performance increases with increasing SNR and
diversity as expected. The simulation results for detection performance agreed well
with the theoretical results.
The key contribution of this research was the theoretical analysis of the detection
performance for a cooperative communications scheme lacking phase synchroniza-
tion without using asymptotic assumptions for the number of sensors. Another key
contribution was the proposed combinatorial computational approach for the use of
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diversity channels to formulate the performance of the cooperative communication
schemes. Even though these contributions were made for the analysis of SCSF per-
formance in the binary integration problem, the presented theoretical approach is
applicable for the use of other cooperative communication schemes in various detec-
tion and estimation problems.
Last but not least, the main goal of the SCSF scheme was to make use of diversity
while all sensors transmitted simultaneously with no phase synchronization or medium
access control. This was achieved and diversity gains were observed indicating the
success of the cooperative aspect of the scheme.
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CHAPTER VII
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this research, the semi-cooperative spectrum fusion scheme was considered for
parameter estimation and binary integration problems. This chapter considers some
of the suggestions for future work in this research area.
7.1 Parameter Estimation
A suggestion for future works is the application of the SCSF scheme to different
models of parameter random processes, for example a parameter with explicit mea-
surement error variance instead of the implicit variance introduced by the spatial
correlation in this dissertation.
In addition, future works in parameter estimation using SCSF can include the
use of orthogonal diversity channels instead of the analog frequency shifts. The com-
binatorial analysis conducted for binary integration in this dissertation can be used
to analyze orthogonal diversity channels in order to have exact expressions for the
estimation performance of the SCSF scheme under different scenarios of deployment,
parameter variation, and communication channel models. In addition, the energy use
analysis can be extended to include more aspects of the reading protocols such as
processing energy costs.
7.2 Binary Integration
For the analysis of SCSF for binary integration, this research assumed that SCSF
used equal numbers of diversity channels for the detection and non-detection groups
for the binary integration problem. A possible topic for future work is to optimize
the allocation of channels across the groups as a function of probability of detection.
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Other possible next steps for this research in use of SCSF in binary integration include
1. Extension of energy model utilized in the investigation of the parameter estimation
case to the binary integration case.
2. Comparison of the exact approach in this dissertation to asymptotic approaches
in the literature to find out cases where asymptotic approach fails.
3. Use of the exact analysis approach for different cooperative communication schemes
to study applications with low number of sensors deployed.
4. Analysis of the combining of decisions from multiple polls to improve performance.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE CONDITIONAL POWER
SPECTRAL DENSITY
Let s = [s1, s2, ..., sN ] be the vector of field values at coordinates (xn, yn), and
x = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] and y = [y1, y2, ..., yN ] be vectors of sensor x and y positions
respectively, where the value sn depends on the coordinates (xn, yn). The coordinates
(xn, yn) are independent for different n. The PSD Sg(ν) of the received signal g(t)
conditioned on knowing s, x, y and sc, which is the value of the field parameter in
the center of the beam footprint, is formulated as
Sg|sc(ν|sc, s, x, y) = F
{
Rgg|sc(τ |sc, s, x, y)
}
(46)
with the conditional autocorrelation Rgg|sc(τ |sc, s, x, y). Here on the conditional de-
pendence will be omitted in the subscript to prevent overcluttering of the equations.
Using the independence of the complex exponential phases bn, AWGN with energy
No and assuming that αn = 1 for all n and negligible finite-time window effects, the
conditional autocorrelation reduces to




ej2π(hsn+fo+2fd)τ +Noδ (τ) (48)
which is still a function of sc and the random vectors s, x and y. The Doppler offset
fd is a function of φ and θ as shown in (6), therefore also a function of x and y
coordinates. The conditional PSD follows as
Sg(ν|sc, s, x, y) =
N∑
n=1
δ (ν − hsn − fo − 2fd) +No. (49)
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Next the conditioning on s is removed by averaging over s:








δ (ν − hsn − fo − 2fd) fs (s|sc, x, y) ds1..dsN +No. (50)
Recalling that (sc, s) is jointly Gaussian if conditioned on xc,yc, x and y; xc,yc, x and
y specify the autocorrelation matrix for (sc, s). Furthermore the conditional PDF of
s given sc, xc, yc, x and y, which is denoted fs(s|sc, x, y) is also Gaussian. For the ith
term in the sum, it is observed that∫
si
δ (ν − hsi − fo − 2fd) fs (s|sc, x, y) dsi = fs
(
s1..si =
ν − fo − 2fd
h




Integrating the ith term above (51) over the remaining s, the dependence on all s













ν − fo − 2fd
h
, ..sN |sc, x, y
)
ds1 .. dsi−1 dsi+1 .. dsN
= fsi
(





where fsi (sn|sc, x, y) = fsi|sc,x,y (sn|sc, x, y) of sn is the conditional PDF for si. Since
(52) is true for all i from 1 to N , the conditional PSD becomes





ν − fo − 2fd
h
∣∣∣∣sc, xn, yn)+No. (53)
Next the conditioning on x and y is removed and spherical coordinates are used











ν − fo − 2fd
h
∣∣∣∣sc, φn, θn) dφn dθn +No
(54)
where θn are uniformly distributed and φn are distributed as fφn(φn) = C tanφn secφn
2
with constant C and zc is the altitude. The conditional Gaussianity of fsn (sn|sc, φn, θn)
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is ensured since φn and θn specift xn and yn for a given zc. Since θn are identically









ν − fo − 2fd
h
∣∣∣∣sc, φ, θ) dθdφ+No. (55)
The conditional PDF fs|sc,φ,θ has mean sce
−zctan(φ)
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